GWD offer a range of premium donation devices that are best suited for larger churches and cathedrals, or other churches with large visitor footfall, owing to the large screen, high build quality, and eye-catching signage options. The ‘giving journey’ is a key focus with these devices, so there is a lot of flexibility around how to interact with each giver. GWD provide two floor mounted devices (Skinny, and Midi with Cashbox) and two surface mounted devices (Slim, and Midi).

- **Upfront cost:** Midi - £675; Slim - £715.50; Skinny - £895.50; Midi with Cashbox - £1275 (all +VAT)
- **Monthly fees:** £13.50 a month.
- **Transaction fees:** 1.99%.
- **Connectivity:** internet connection is ideal, but offline options are available.
- **Interaction options:** bespoke ‘attract loops’ draw potential givers towards the device through personalised images and text, Gift Aid declarations and ‘keep in touch’ options can be chosen.
- **Securable for unattended use:** each device can be secured through additional locks.
- **Customer support:** GWD offer comprehensive and high-quality after-sales support to back up the premium package, including phone and email support.